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ABSTRACT: Over the past decade, electrochemical carbon dioxide
reduction has become a thriving area of research with the aim of
converting electricity to renewable chemicals and fuels. Recent advances
through catalyst development have signiﬁcantly improved selectivity and
activity. However, drawing potential dependent structure−activity
relationships has been complicated, not only due to the ill-deﬁned and
intricate morphological and mesoscopic structure of electrocatalysts, but
also by immense concentration gradients existing between the electrode
surface and bulk solution. In this work, by using in situ surface enhanced
infrared absorption spectroscopy (SEIRAS) and computational modeling, we explicitly show that commonly used strong phosphate buﬀers
cannot sustain the interfacial pH during CO2 electroreduction on copper electrodes at relatively low current densities, <10 mA/
cm2. The pH near the electrode surface was observed to be as much as 5 pH units higher compared to bulk solution in 0.2 M
phosphate buﬀer at potentials relevant to the formation of hydrocarbons (−1 V vs RHE), even on smooth polycrystalline
copper electrodes. Drastically increasing the buﬀer capacity did not stand out as a viable solution for the problem as the
concurrent production of hydrogen increased dramatically, which resulted in a breakdown of the buﬀer in a narrow potential
range. These unforeseen results imply that most of the studies, if not all, on electrochemical CO2 reduction to hydrocarbons in
CO2 saturated aqueous solutions were evaluated under mass transport limitations on copper electrodes. We underscore that the
large concentration gradients on electrodes with high local current density (e.g., nanostructured) have important implications
on the selectivity, activity, and kinetic analysis, and any attempt to draw structure−activity relationships must rule out mass
transport eﬀects.

■

overlooked on these electrodes,8−11 the selectivity toward CO
and C2 products over hydrogen at high currents can be very
susceptible to mass transport eﬀects.12−15 One of the key
reasons for this delicate interplay is the participation or
absence of protons in the rate-determining step of the formed
product. The proton decoupled electron transfer during the
formation of C2 products on copper surfaces has been well
established independently by diﬀerent research groups.16−18
Although less established, there is a noteworthy amount of
evidence that the formation of CO on gold surfaces may also
take place via a rate-determining step where electron and
proton transfer is decoupled.19 Subsequently, there is a
particular trend for the products that are formed via a pH
independent (vs NHE) pathway compared to the ones that are
pH dependent, e.g., methane and hydrogen,20,21 as the (local)
pH of the solution is increased.22−24 The evaluation of
diﬀerent catalysts by minimizing the concentration diﬀerence
between the bulk and surface is of key importance to not only
compare the intrinsic activity and selectivity of a catalyst, but

INTRODUCTION
Rising atmospheric CO2 levels and associated climate change
will put local and global economies under enormous pressure if
immediate actions are not taken to escalate signiﬁcant cuts in
carbon emissions.1 Due to the immense scale of the problem,
the deployment of multiple technologies will be necessary to
combat this problem depending on location, industry, and
other societal, economical, and political constraints. One of the
most promising technologies to address these needs is the
electrochemical reduction of CO2 to CO, hydrocarbons, and
multicarbon oxygenates.2 This approach not only bypasses
hydrogen production by supplying protons from solution, but
also reduces energy transformation and separation costs when
compared to thermocatalytic processes.
Nanostructured metal electrodes have provided encouraging
results in their ability to decrease the required overpotentials to
form products such as formic acid, CO, and ethylene.3−6
Regardless of the catalyst material and morphology, nanostructured and porous catalysts typically shift the onset
potential of CO2 reduction toward less negative potentials
and/or provide better selectivity toward carbon-based products
over hydrogen evolution.4,7 Although the nanoscale eﬀects and
surface structure to the electrocatalytic activity cannot be
© 2019 American Chemical Society
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the Ge surface. Surface features ranging from 1 to 5 nm in
height were present on top of a thin continuous Cu underlayer
(Figure S1). Calibration and experiments were conducted in a
custom designed spectroelectrochemical cell in which the
copper coated Ge internal reﬂection element (IRE) was
mounted to the bottom of cell serving as the working electrode
(Figure 1(b)). The SEIRA spectra of phosphate species on a
25 nm thick Cu ﬁlm for diﬀerent pH values were measured,
and the results are shown in Figure 1(c). The SEIRA spectrum
taken at pH 4.34 exhibited three major peaks at 1152, 1076,
and 941 cm−1, which were assigned to asymmetrical νa(PO),
symmetrical νs(PO), and asymmetrical νa(POH) vibrations of
H2PO4−, respectively.33 After complete deprotonation of
H2PO4− around pH 9, the spectra exhibited the same
vibrational modes that slightly shifted to lower frequencies
belonging to HPO42−.33 As the solution was changed to
become more alkaline, the spectra became dominated by the
asymmetrical stretching of the PO43− molecule around 1005
cm−1. To monitor the pH changes during electrolysis,
calibration spectra were recorded between pH 5−12 by the
addition of KOH to the parent H2PO4− solution and recording
a spectrum every 0.2 ± 0.1 pH units (Figure S2). The
overlapping bands were deconvoluted to resolve the
contributions from individual bands (Figure S2), and peak
heights were derived from νa(PO) of H2PO4− and νs(PO) of
HPO42− between pH 5−9 and νa(PO) of HPO42− and PO43−
between pH 9−12. The deconvoluted peak contributions are
plotted as a function of pH in Figure 1(d). It is important to
note that it is diﬃcult to obtain SEIRAS active ﬁlms with the
same enhancement factors, and therefore the ratios of peaks
are taken into account to determine the pH during
electrochemical experiments. The changes in the spectra of
phosphate species were recorded upon sweeping the potential
in the cathodic direction with a scan rate of 1 mV/s for CO2
purged phosphate solutions containing equimolar amounts of
H2PO4− and of HPO42− (Figure 1(e)). The initial concentrations of H2PO4− and HPO42− were slightly changed upon
purging CO2 due to the shift of the equilibrium toward
H2PO4−. As the potential was scanned toward more negative
potentials, the shift of the equilibrium toward HPO42− was
apparent from the increase in the concentration of HPO42−
(νs(PO), 990 cm−1) at the expense of H2PO4− (νa(PO), 1152
cm−1). Potentials more negative than −1.0 V vs RHE gave rise
to the νa(PO) mode of PO4− as a shoulder around 1010 cm−1
indicating that the pH near the surface is above 9. The pH near
the electrode surface was calculated for various potentials and
current densities by correlating the ratio of phosphate peaks in
the sample spectra to the calibration spectra after assuming the
resultant spectra are the linear combination of the phosphate
species.34
Near surface concentrations of molecules during CO2
electroreduction can be approximated computationally by the
Nernst−Planck equation.35,36 However, recent in situ SEIRAS
measurements in bicarbonate solutions implied that physical
measurements might be necessary to accurately quantify the
local concentrations of molecules.34 For SEIRA active smooth
surfaces, the concentration of molecules within the boundary
layer were calculated as a function of current density by
including diﬀusion, bubble induced convective mixing, and
bulk reactions of buﬀer molecules in this study.35,37−39 The
details of the simulation methodology are provided in the
electronic Supporting Information.

to also accurately test and provide meaningful input to
computational calculations.25
During the electrochemical reduction of CO 2 , the
concentration of protons and CO2 near the electrode surface
is counterbalanced between consumption from the electrode,
diﬀusion from the bulk solution, and homogeneous buﬀer
reactions.26 When the reactions are carried out at a high
current density or in electrolytes that have poor buﬀer action
and/or mass transport, the pH near the cathode surface is wellknown to increase compared to the bulk value.27,28 Although
the impact of local conditions on the selectivity of metal
electrodes is well recognized, simulated, and reproduced,18,26,27,29,30 it is still a common practice to test high
surface area electrodes in very low buﬀer capacity solutions.
While the surface structure of a catalyst is very important to
determine its intrinsic selectivity and activity, the distinction
between the eﬀect of surface structure and mass transport
eﬀects on the electrocatalytic activity is not explicitly clear and
needs to be urgently clariﬁed in order to improve fundamental
understanding of reaction mechanisms.31 Recently, Dunwell et
al. studied the concentration gradients near the electrode
surface by using SEIRAS in bicarbonate solutions with special
emphasis on the implications of the kinetic analysis.29
However, the activity and selectivity toward CO2 reduction
products has not been extensively described. Moreover, a
comparison of simulation results with physical measurements
is currently missing in the literature.7,23
We studied the near-surface concentrations of reactants, e.g.,
protons and CO2, during CO2 electrolysis by using in situ
surface enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy (SEIRAS)
under densely buﬀered neutral pH concentrations in
phosphate electrolytes. These electrolytes are commonly
used as high buﬀer capacity solutions to evaluate and exclude
local pH eﬀects on the catalytic selectivity, and thus it is vital to
understand their buﬀer capacity and mass transport to cathode
during CO2 electrolysis.7,32 In our work, we would not only
like to test the buﬀer strengths of these solutions, but also
attempt to ﬁnd a suitable electrolyte that can minimize the
diﬀerence between local and bulk environment for kinetic
studies. The experimental results were supported by a
computational model that takes into account bubble induced
mass-transport and the concentration dependent solubility of
CO2 in order to mimic the conditions created during in situ
SEIRAS measurements. In addition, the activity and selectivity
of a sputtered copper electrode and a very high surface area
electrode composed of densely packed copper nanowires were
tested with variable buﬀer concentrations, and the implications
of these ﬁndings are thoroughly discussed. The experimental
and computational data show that all concentrations of
phosphate buﬀer breakdown quickly in a narrow potential
window, with the lowest concentrations having the steepest pH
gradient. These results suggested that most CO2 electroreduction experiments on the formation of hydrocarbons and
oxygenates have been done in mass transport limited
conﬁgurations in CO2 saturated aqueous solutions, which
severely complicates the mechanistic insights that have been
derived from them.

■

RESULTS
An atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of a typical 25 nm
thick Cu ﬁlm sputtered on Ge is given in Figure 1(a). The ﬁlm
was composed of partially merged metal islands with an
average diameter of 30 nm that were initially nucleated onto
15892
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Figure 1. (a) AFM image of sputtered Cu ﬁlm on to Ge. (b) Schematic representation of the spectroelectrochemical cell used for in situ SEIRAS
measurements. Reference electrode (RE) is Agl/AgCl and counter electrode (CE) is a graphite rod. (c) pH dependent SEIRA spectra of phosphate
solutions indicating the dominating species. (d) Equilibrium of phosphate species constructed by absorption in intensity in SEIRA spectrum. (e)
Potential dependent changes in the concentrations of phosphate species near the electrode surface.

The electric ﬁeld leading to the surface enhancement eﬀect
on SEIRA active thin metal electrodes decays in very short
distances (5−10 nm) from the surface when compared to the
thickness of the diﬀuse layer (30−300 μm), which allows the
ability to monitor local concentrations of species as schematically depicted in Figure 2(a).34,40 Considering the high
concentrations of the electrolytes, infrared absorption from
the bulk electrolyte can be signiﬁcant in addition to the SEIRA
eﬀect. However, the metal ﬁlms further dampen infrared light,
and for copper ﬁlms the penetration depth of the evanescent
wave was approximated to not extend longer than 50 nm.41
The experimentally measured (Figure 2(b)) and simulated
(Figure 2(c)) pH near the electrode surface is shown as a
function of current density for diﬀerent concentrations of
phosphate buﬀers, 0.2, 0.5, and 1 M, respectively. In spite of
the discrepancies between the experimental data and the
simulation results, the overall agreement is reasonable,
considering the assumptions and simpliﬁcations made during
the simulation which will be discussed in the next section.
Three distinct regions for the local pH as a function of current
density were observed, which was more apparent for high
electrolyte concentrations, including two buﬀering regions,
indicated by plateaus in local pH, and a breakdown of the
parent buﬀer solution (H2PO4−/HPO42−). In the ﬁrst region of
low current density, the buﬀer solutions sustained the local pH
with a reasonable diﬀerence (<1.5) with respect to the bulk pH
depending on the buﬀer capacity. Considering the fact that
buﬀers are only eﬀective in a certain range near the pKa, the
steep increase in local pH between 8 and 10 can be seen as a
result of the breakdown of the buﬀer. The current density
where this was observed is particularly important because the

steep increase in the pH in a very narrow window of current
density will cause a huge overestimation of the kinetic
overpotential. Strikingly, the current density where this
happens was very low (<10 mA/cm2) for the commonly
used 0.2 M phosphate buﬀer solution. In fact, the 0.2 M
phosphate buﬀer barely showed a noticeable buﬀering region
at all, and as the current density was increased the local pH
also increased considerably fast.
Increasing the electrolyte concentration had a substantial
eﬀect on the buﬀering ability of the solution as anticipated.
The buﬀer breakdown current density for 0.5 M and1M
phosphate was around −30 and 75 mA/cm2, respectively,
which is reasonably high for an electrode tested in CO2
saturated aqueous solution. However, the overall impact of
the wider buﬀering region on the evaluation of the performance of electrocatalysts was remarkably dependent on the total
current density at a speciﬁc potential. In Figure 2(d), the
recorded current−potential curves during SEIRAS measurements are given for diﬀerent electrolyte concentrations. All
three electrolyte concentrations exhibited a similar current−
potential proﬁle until the current density was suﬃcient for
breakdown of the particular buﬀer. The breakdown of each
individual buﬀer leads to a plateau in the current−potential
curves due to a sudden increase in the concentration
overpotential. Please note that this region overlaps with the
broad shoulder observed in phosphate buﬀers that was
attributed to CO2 reduction to formate and/or CO on copper
electrodes.42 More importantly, the rise in the current density
at high potentials with increasing concentration of the buﬀer
solution had a large impact on the buﬀering ability at a speciﬁc
potential. This is more clearly reﬂected in Figure 2(e), where
15893
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic representation of buﬀer reactions, pH gradient, and probed area SEIRA. (b) Experimentally measured and (c) simulated
cathode surface pH as a function of phosphate buﬀer concentration and current density. (d) Current vs potential curve for diﬀerent electrolyte
concentrations (e) Experimentally measured cathode surface pH as a function of potential. All solutions are composed of equimolar H2PO4− and
HPO42− mixtures. Shaded areas in b, c, e represent the buﬀering region that are relevant to local pH measurements.

Figure 3. (a) Experimentally measured and (b) simulated cathode surface concentrations of CO2(aq) as a function of phosphate buﬀer
concentration and current density. (c) Experimentally measured changes in CO2 concentration near the electrode surface as a function of potential.
All solutions are composed of equimolar H2PO4− and HPO42− mixtures. CO2 concentrations are normalized to initial equilibrium concentrations.

CO2 concentrations near the electrode surface were
quantiﬁed by monitoring the change in the CO2(aq) band
intensity with respect to its initial intensity while sweeping the
potential negatively (Figure S3). The experimentally measured
(Figure 3(a)) and simulated (Figure 3(b)) CO 2 (aq)
concentrations near the electrode surface were plotted as a
function of current density for diﬀerent concentrations of
phosphate buﬀers, respectively. The initial decrease in the
concentration of CO2 with increasing current density was the
result of electrochemical consumption on the electrode surface
following similar rates at lower current density (<5 mA/cm2),
which was more apparent in the simulation results.26 More
importantly, the consumption rate of CO2 changed dramatically at particular current densities for diﬀerent electrolyte
concentrations. At this speciﬁc current density, nearly all
H2PO4− was converted to HPO42− (local pH ∼9) for all
electrolyte concentrations, and thus the increase in the

the local pH near the electrode surface is plotted as a function
of the potential for diﬀerent electrolyte concentrations.
Remarkably, despite the large changes in the phosphate
concentrations, the buﬀering ability at high potentials is limited
due to the increase in the overall current density. The
expansion of the buﬀer potential window with increasing
electrolyte concentration was more evident between 0.2 and
0.5 M, while doubling the concentration from 0.5 to 1 M
enlarged the potential window of the buﬀers only ∼50 mV.
Nevertheless, high phosphate concentrations (>0.5M) exhibited an acceptable pH gradient at potentials between −0.7
to −1.0 V vs RHE, which partially overlap with the formation
of hydrocarbons. In addition, even though all the electrodes
attained an alkaline pH near the electrode surface at potentials
more negative than −1 V vs RHE, the high buﬀer capacity
solutions still had a slightly lower local pH.
15894
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consumption rate of CO2 was result of the homogeneous
reaction of CO2 with the cathodically produced hydroxide
ions. This observation is also supported by the steady increase
in (bi)carbonate concentrations near the electrode surface
determined by the SEIRA spectra (Figure S4). The change in
the consumption rate was more evident in the simulation
results, most likely due to the constant faradaic eﬃciency
assumed at diﬀerent current densities. Nevertheless, experimental and theoretical results for diﬀerent electrolyte
concentrations exhibited very similar patterns as a function
of current density. However, the apparent beneﬁcial role of
high buﬀer capacity solutions is again not reﬂected in the
potential curves. In Figure 3(c), a change in the CO2(aq)
concentration near the electrode surface is plotted against
potential. The corresponding potential where CO2 begins to be
consumed appreciably and the formation of adsorbed CO were
in good agreement with the onset potentials of hydrocarbons
(−0.75 V vs RHE) and CO (−0.45 V vs RHE) on
polycrystalline copper (Figure S5). More importantly, similar
to the local pH, the CO2 concentration near the electrode
surface exhibited only a slight dependence on the electrolyte
concentration against the applied potential when compared to
plots against current density. This observation challenges the
common presumption that increasing the buﬀer capacity leads
to a higher CO2(aq) concentration near the electrode surface
at the same applied potential.
In order to link the aforementioned results to the
performance of copper electrodes, the CO2 reduction activity
and selectivity of a sputtered ﬂat copper electrode was
evaluated. Additionally, a high surface area electrode composed
of copper nanowires was tested to attempt to correlate the
results obtained on ﬂat copper surfaces to high surface
electrodes. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the
sputtered and nanowire copper electrodes are shown in Figure
4(a) and 4(b), respectively. The roughness factors of the
electrodes were found to be 2.4 and 55, respectively, by
comparing to an electropolished copper surface (Figure S6).
Due to the extensive bubbling of hydrogen causing a
disruption of electrochemical experiments at high electrolyte
concentrations, and a relatively lower impact of doubling the
concentration from 0.5 to 1 M (see Figure 2(e)), lower
electrolyte concentrations were used (0.1−0.5 M) in our
experiments, which cover the commonly used ranges in the
literature. The partial current density of CO2 electroreduction
and H2 evolution for smooth and nanowire copper electrodes
are shown in Figure 4(c,d). The incremental eﬀect of the
electrolyte concentration on the partial current density of HER
was evident in a broad range of applied potentials for both
smooth and nanowire electrodes, which is predominantly the
result of a decrease in the concentration overpotential.
However, the partial current density for CO2 reduction
products exhibited a very small dependence on the electrolyte
concentration and peaked between 10 and 12 mA/cm2 and 50
and 60 mA/cm2 on smooth and nanowire copper electrodes,
respectively. This is most likely a result of mass transport
limitations (Figure S7),23,43 in which the lowest concentration
of the electrolyte (0.1 M) showed a slightly lower mass transfer
limited current density. Although the CO2 solubility is lower at
higher electrolyte concentrations, a slightly lower pH near the
electrode surface and more extensive bubbling are considered
to result in a slightly higher mass transfer limited current
density for CO2 reduction. It is important to note that the mass
transport limited current density, normalized to the number

Figure 4. SEM image of the (a) sputtered and (b) nanowire copper
electrodes. Partial current density of H2 and CO2 ethylene and
methane as a function of potential and phosphate buﬀer
concentration for (c) sputtered and (d) nanowire copper electrode.

electrons transferred for the formation of each product, is
highly dependent on the cell design, distribution of the CO2
gas and stirring eﬃciency.44 Although the electrolysis experiments were conducted in the same cell for both electrodes, the
nanowire electrodes showed a 4−5-fold increase in mass
transport limited current density. This is a result of enhanced
bubble induced mass transport found on the nanowire
electrodes. For instance, Burdyny et al. recorded a 4-fold
increase in mass transport limited current density for CO2
electroreduction to CO when the morphology of gold
electrodes was changed from nanoparticles to nanoneedles.37
Therefore, we underscore that maintaining the consistency in
hydrodynamics of the electrochemical cells may not necessarily
lead to the same mass transfer limited current density
depending on the morphology of the electrodes.
The potential dependent partial current density and FE of
the all gas and liquid products for both electrodes were
measured, and are presented and discussed in the Supporting
Information. The partial current density versus potential plots
are considered to be a better representation of the activity
because a change in the selectivity of products can be
inﬂuenced dramatically by the changes in the rates of HER.
For instance, a higher selectivity toward CO2 reduction
products (∼72%) was obtained on the nanowire electrodes
at low electrolyte concentrations when compared to the
selectivity at high electrolyte concentrations (∼30%) at a
potential of −0.95 V vs RHE in (Figure S8). Although this was
found to be less prominent for sputtered copper electrodes, a
change in selectivity toward CO2 reduction products from 40%
to 20% was also recorded by increasing the electrolyte
concentration at a potential of −1.05 V vs RHE (Figure S9).
However, the increased selectivity at low electrolyte concentrations was largely a result of lower hydrogen production
rather than an increase in the production rate of CO2
reduction, as manifested from the partial current density plots.
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buﬀer solutions by assuming near unity FE for hydrogen and
avoiding bicarbonate formation due to CO2 purging and
breakdown of the buﬀer. In our work, we focus on the product
formation trends and their implications in CO2 electroreduction. Nevertheless, the simulations performed remarkably
well on predicting the trends and relative magnitudes of the
local pH in diﬀerent electrolyte concentrations, though there
are small discrepancies between the experimental and
simulation results especially after the breakdown of the parent
phosphate buﬀer (H2PO4−/HPO42−). At concentrations of 0.2
and 0.5 M of the phosphate buﬀer, the simulation slightly
deviated from the measured local pH with an average of 0.57
and 0.43 pH units, respectively. One of the reasons might be
the formation and accumulation of bicarbonate during the slow
voltammetry scan, which contributed to the buﬀer capacity of
the solution at lower electrolyte concentrations, while during
simulations galvanostatic steps were applied. Interestingly,
when all the H2PO4− was converted to HPO42−, OH− ions
reacted simultaneously with CO2, bicarbonate and HPO42−.
Therefore, any buﬀer performing better than HPO42−/PO43−
might reduce the concentration overpotential due to
diminishing CO2(aq) concentrations near the electrode
surface. Using a 1 M concentration of phosphate buﬀer, the
simulation results mostly underestimated the local pH with an
average of 0.47 pH units in contrast to lower concentrations.
This is most likely a result of the assumptions made during the
bubble induced mass transport model, i.e., constant bubble
coverage and bubble departure diameter. It is important to
note that this model drastically overestimates the local pH at
high current densities, i.e., underestimates the buﬀer capacity,
in the absence of bubble induced convection even after the
addition of convective mass transport via stirring (Figure S11).
Therefore, it is highly important to take into account the
bubble induced mass transport while performing simulations at
high current densities. However, the mass transport models for
bubble induced convection are highly dependent on the
departure diameter and coverage of the bubbles.38 Small
changes in bubble departure diameter and coverages make a
noticeable change in the simulated values, especially after the
breakdown of the buﬀer (Figure S12).
The production of SEIRA active ﬁlms that are more
analogous to the nanowire electrodes is restricted by the
percolation limit of the metal ﬁlms which allows only very thin
ﬁlms to be studied, typically below 100 nm.47 While a direct
quantitative comparison of the near surface concentrations of
molecules between the sputtered Cu ﬁlms and copper
nanowire electrodes is not possible, a qualitative comparison
of the two diﬀerent electrodes revealed striking correlations.
The alkaline pH near the electrode surface at potentials
relevant to the formation of hydrocarbons was clearly observed
by SEIRAS experiments on sputtered copper electrodes. Since
the local current density on the nanowire electrodes is much
higher due to their large electrochemically active surface area
(ECSA), it is anticipated that the local pH is higher on the
surface of these electrodes even in the presence of highly
improved mass transport from the bubbles. This is indirectly
evident from the dramatic increase in the partial current
density of hydrogen with increasing electrolyte concentration
(Figure 4(d)). Moreover, due to the 3-D structure of the
nanowire electrodes, a gradient of CO2 and pH likely exists
along the catalyst layer.39 Subsequently, the production rate of
CO2 products likely to vary along the catalyst layer and
normalizing the measured activity by ECSA is an average of

Moreover, we would like to highlight the suppression of
methane on the nanowire electrodes compared to the
sputtered electrodes, which has led to a longstanding debate
in the literature.7,23 The onset potential of methane on
sputtered copper surfaces was around −0.85 V vs RHE, while
the onset potential was observed around −1.1 V vs RHE at
about at the same electrolyte concentration (0.1 M) on
nanowire electrodes, as shown in Figure 4c and 4d. A high
concentration of phosphate buﬀer and very negative potentials
(−1.1 V) were necessary to produce appreciable amounts of
methane with respect to ethylene on rough copper surfaces.
Therefore, ethylene formation, along with other C2 and C3
products (Figure S10), surpassed methane formation on rough
copper surfaces at potentials between −0.75 and −1.0 V vs
RHE in contrast to smooth copper electrodes where methane
formation was dominant.

■

DISCUSSION
On the basis of the above experimental and computational
results, in this section we discuss the correlation between these
results and the insights that they provide in conjunction with
previous studies for understanding, interpreting, and implementing electrochemical CO2 reduction. First, bicarbonate is
by far the most commonly used electrolyte in aqueous
electrochemical and is known to have lower buﬀer capacity
than the phosphate buﬀers used in this study.26,32,45 For
instance, the local pH in 0.5 M NaHCO3 solution on a gold
electrode was measured to be around 9 at ∼5 mA/cm2,29 while
the same local pH was recorded around 40 mA/cm2 for the
0.5 M phosphate buﬀer in this study. In spite of this fact, we
explicitly showed that the pH near the electrode surface can be
dramatically diﬀerent from the bulk solution (>5 pH units) in
“well buﬀered” phosphate solutions (0.2 M) at potentials that
are relevant to the formation of hydrocarbons (−0.9 V) and at
current densities <20 mA/cm2, which can be considered as
very low for high surface area copper electrodes.46 This clearly
demonstrates that simply switching the buﬀer employed from
bicarbonate to phosphate solutions to examine the eﬀect of
local pH at high potentials and/or high currents is not a
straightforward method and most of the previous studies in
aqueous electrochemical CO2 reduction on copper electrodes
in H-cells are taking place under mass transport limitations of
protons. Increasing the buﬀer capacity of the electrolyte up to
1 M provided a great improvement on the buﬀer breakdown
current density; however, the potential window that can be
tested with a minimal pH gradient only slightly improved due
to the increase in the rate of HER at the same applied
potential. In other words, the increase in the buﬀer capacity of
the solution promotes the development of a relatively lower
local pH that correspondingly increases the rate of HER.
Subsequently, higher current densities achieved in the same
applied potential leads to only a minor improvement in the
potential ranges that can be tested with a minimal
concentration gradient.
Simulation results indicated that the higher local pH is
predominantly governed by slow transport of buﬀer ions and a
fast release of hydroxide ions from HER and CO2 electroreduction. An exact match between the experimental and
simulation was not obtained due to the potential dependent
and broad distribution of CO2 reduction products, which
complicates the bubble induced mass transport model. Any
rigorous evaluation of the accuracy of electrochemical models
should be performed in CO2 free phosphate (or bicarbonate)
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widely used mass transport simulations. The slightly extended
mass transport model used in this study was quantitative
enough to account for the relative magnitudes of what is
recorded by SEIRAS, and prescriptive enough to predict new
experiments when bubble induced mass transport eﬀects were
included. SEIRAS measurements provided crucial additional
information as a function applied potential in contrast to
simulations results, which usually give information only as a
function current density. Both experimental and calculation
results strongly suggested that immense concentration
gradients exist between the electrode surface and bulk in
neutral solutions during CO2 electroreduction to hydrocarbons
on copper electrodes, which is not able to contend with high
buﬀer capacity solutions (1 M phosphate buﬀer). The resulting
local pH on the surface of ﬂat sputtered copper electrodes in
densely buﬀered electrolytes were much higher than initially
anticipated. Remarkably, even though increasing electrolyte
concentration has a substantial eﬀect on the buﬀering capacity
of the solutions as a function of current density, a dramatic
increase in HER resulted in only a slight improvement on the
potential window that can be tested with minimal pH and
CO2(aq) gradients. It is important to reemphasize that
although the morphology of the catalyst can provide signiﬁcant
changes in the activity and selectivity of the electrocatalysts,
the distinct contributions of intrinsic activity and the local
environment are currently far from being resolved. Considering
that electrolysis in CO2 saturated aqueous solutions cannot
attain commercially viable rates of production at ambient
pressure, evaluation of intrinsic activity and extraction of
kinetic parameters in the absence of mass transport limitations
should be the primary goal, which can be potentially
transferred to other type of electrochemical cell designs and
practical applications.

catalytic activity containing partially exploited and nonexploited areas. Moreover, depending on the porosity and
thickness of the catalyst layer, the activation controlled region
might be very narrow as charge transfer limited and mass
transport limited regions are convoluted and hard to
diﬀerentiate (Figures S7 and S13). These types of comparisons
might be potentially misleading especially when the catalyst
layer is too thick and/or CO2 electroreduction takes place via
pH dependent pathways. Similarly, using Tafel analysis to
verify reaction mechanisms is only appropriate under
activation controlled potentials where the impact of mass
transfer limitations on the measured rates is minimized.
Considering the concentration gradient along the catalyst layer
and a relatively low current density for the breakdown of
commonly used buﬀer solutions, this type of analysis must be
done with great care. The implication of the poor mass
transport on the kinetic analysis of CO2 electroreduction
catalysts has been thoroughly discussed recently by Dunwell et
al.25
The improved selectivity toward C2 and/or C3 products has
been shown numerous times on roughened copper electrodes,
regardless of the preparation method and morphology.23
Therefore, suppression of methane on these surfaces has led to
some debate over whether there are undercoordinated active
sites48,49 or as a result of a change in local conditions, e.g., local
pH, CO coverage and readsorption.21,50,51 Although higher
local pH itself is a result of poor mass transfer and/or buﬀer
actions, for some products the electron and proton transfer is
decoupled during the rate-determining step. For instance, the
pH dependent and independent formation of methane and
ethylene were recognized in the early studies of Hori.17,26
Therefore, the rate of formation of ethylene is essentially blind
to the pH changes near the electrode surface, unless the
alkalinity leads to a concentration overpotential by the reaction
between OH− and CO2(aq). Since this nonelectrochemical
reaction is typically slow, it can be minimized by having
favorable mass transport to the electrode surface.25 In addition,
although the convective forces are less prominent inside
porous structures, this reaction most likely induces less
concentration overpotentials inside the pores as well, when
compared to pH induced concentration overpotentials, due to
higher diﬀusion coeﬃcient of CO2(aq) than buﬀer anions.
Moreover, CO coverage, and hence competition between *CO
and *H, has been identiﬁed recently as a potential parameter
to sustain ethylene formation over a broad range of potentials,
which still requires more independent studies.50,52 However, it
is still not clear which factor plays the primary role in the
suppression of methane and the formation of C2 compounds
in a broad range of potentials. Nevertheless, we have shown
that a high buﬀer capacity solution of 0.5 M phosphate was
necessary to initiate an appreciable amount of methane
formation on nanowire electrodes, while solutions with much
lower buﬀer capacity were usually employed in the literature to
test high surface area electrodes.23 The onset potential of
methane is sometimes shifted to more negative potentials and
often not even observed (depending also on the tested
potential region and hydrodynamics of the cell) when low
buﬀer capacity solutions are used to test electrodes with high
local current density.

■

METHODS

Preparation of SEIRA Active Films. Twenty-ﬁve nm thick
copper thin ﬁlms were deposited onto a 60° bevelled germanium
internal reﬂection element (IRE) by magnetron sputtering deposition.
Although silicon is a better choice in terms of electrochemical
stability, the transparency of silicon IRE does not allow measurements
below 1000 cm−1, which includes the crucial phosphate bands.
Nevertheless, Ge IREs were suitable for this study due to the range of
applied cathodic potentials that were used.2 Before sputtering, Ge IRE
was mirror polished by using 1.0, 0.3, and 0.05 μm grain sized alumina
paste, respectively, which was followed by thoroughly rinsing with
isopropyl alcohol and water. The IRE was transferred into the
sputtering chamber in which a pressure of 1.8 × 10−7 mbar was
maintained. Then it was placed to a suitable working distance and
rotated at a velocity of 15°/s to enable a uniform deposition of
copper. Following this, argon was allowed to ﬂow through the
sputtering system maintaining a pressure of 3 μbar, and copper was
sputtered using a plasma power of 20 W, which resulted in a growth
rate approximately 0.04 nm s−1. The sputtering process was
performed for 10 min to produce 25 nm thick copper ﬁlms that
resulted in a mirror ﬁnish similar to that of the germanium IRE. Side
to side resistance of the ﬁlms along the 2 cm wide IRE was measured
after the sputtering and was found to be typically between 25 and 35
Ω.
Spectroelectrochemical Measurements. All spectroelectrochemical measurements were performed in a custom-made modular
cell schematically depicted in Figure 1b. Copper thin ﬁlms sputtered
on a Ge internal reﬂection element served as the cathode/working
electrode. A Ag/AgCl (BASI) reference electrode in 3 M NaCl
solution was used as the reference electrode, while the counter
electrode was a graphite rod. Upon assembly, the cell was placed in a
Bruker Vertex 70 spectrometer equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled

■

CONCLUSIONS
Local concentration of molecules during CO2 electroreduction
was physically measured by SEIRAS and compared with the
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collected for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR 400 MHz, Agilent)
and high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC, Agilent 1260
Inﬁnity) analysis. In a typical NMR measurement, 540 μm catholyte
was mixed with 60 μm D2O (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) containing 5
mM DMSO (99.7%, Sigma-Aldrich) as internal standard. 1H NMR
spectrum was measured with 2 s presaturation delay, 2 s relaxation
delay, 2 s acquisition time and water suppression. 50 μL liquid sample
was injected to HPLC apparatus equipped with Hi-Plex H column
with 0.02 M H2SO4 mobile phase. The surface roughness factor of the
electrodes was determined by measuring the double layer capacitance
of the Cu nanowires. Cyclic voltammograms with diﬀerent scan rates
between 0.05 to 0.2 V (vs RHE) were performed in a nonfaradaic
region in 0.1 M NaClO4 solution (Figure S6). The capacitance was
obtained by plotting the geometric current density against the scan
rate of the CVs. The surface roughness factor was calculated by
comparing this capacitance value to that of a reported smooth
polycrystalline Cu electrode.53

LN-MCT detector and a Veemax III ATR accessory. The
spectrometer and sample compartment were purged with nitrogen
(5.0 grade) for 30 min to remove atmospheric water vapor and CO2.
All electrochemical measurements were performed using a BioLogic
SP-200 potentiostat. In order to obtain an appreciable signal, for all
Cu thin ﬁlms, an activation routine was applied consisting of three
voltammetry cycles between 0.5 and −0.4 V vs RHE in 0.1 M NaCl.
After activation of the surface, the spectroelectrochemical cell was
rinsed thoroughly with ultrapure water and then a background
spectrum was collected in electrolyte free water solutions.
Voltammetry measurements were performed between 0 and −1.25
V vs RHE with a scan rate of 1 mV/s in various concentrations of
CO2 saturated phosphate buﬀers prepared from K2HPO4 and
KH2PO4 salts (Sigma, ACS reagent grade). Simultaneously, IR
spectra were collected in Kretschmann conﬁguration at a resolution of
4 cm−1 and 32 coadded scans were recorded for each 10 mV. Solution
resistance was measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
and extracted from a high frequency intercept of the Nyquist plot in
the frequency range from 100 kHz to 10 Hz (Figure S14). All the
potentials were corrected for IR losses after the experiments.
Preparation of Copper Electrodes. Cu nanowires were
synthesized on a Cu wire (99.9%, 1 mm diameter, Sigma-Aldrich)
and used as cathodes/working electrodes. The Cu wires were cleaned
with acetone and ethanol in an ultrasonicator, each for 5 min
separately, then rinsed with deionized water several times and dried
with nitrogen. Cu(OH)2 nanowires were ﬁrst fabricated on the copper
wire substrates using a wet chemical method. The cleaned copper
substrates were immersed into a solution mixture containing 0.133 M
(NH4)2S2O8 (98%, Sigma-Aldrich) and 2.667 M NaOH (99.99%, Alfa
Aesar) for 10 min. The color of wires changed from reddish brown to
blue, indicating the formation of Cu(OH)2 on the surface of Cu wire
substrate. After 10 min, the Cu wires were taken out of the solution,
thoroughly cleaned with deionized water and dried with nitrogen.
Finally, Cu wires were placed into a tube oven at 180 °C for 2 h in air
ﬂow to form CuO nanowires. Smooth Cu electrodes were fabricated
by magnetron sputtering deposition (AJA International Inc.)100 nm
thick Cu on Ti substrate (99.5%, Alfa Aesar) with the rate of 0.14
nm/s using 50 W DC power supply. The morphologies of catalysts
before and after electrochemical CO2 reduction were characterized
using scanning electron microscope (Figure S15) (SEM, JEOL, JSM6010LA).
CO2 Electrolysis and Analysis. Electrochemical CO2 reduction
measurements were conducted in a custom-made two-compartment
H type of cell (Figure S16). The Cu electrodes were placed in the
cathodic compartment (12 mL of electrolyte, ∼3 mL headspace)
close to the Ag/AgCl reference electrode and served as the working
electrode. A Pt mesh was used as the counter electrode and
positioned in the anodic compartment, which was separated from the
cathodic part by a Naﬁon-115 proton exchange membrane. Diﬀerent
concentrations of phosphate buﬀer (0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 M, KH2PO4/
K2HPO4 = 1:1) were used as the electrolytes. Electrolytes were
saturated with CO2 by purging CO2 gas into the solutions for at least
4 h. During electrochemical CO2 reduction tests, CO2 was
continuously purged into the catholyte and anolyte, both at a rate
of 10−20 sccm through mass ﬂow controllers (Bronkhorst HighTech). A PARSTAT 4000A potentiostat was used for all electrolysis
experiments. Before electrochemical measurements, a potential of
−0.8 V vs Ag/AgCl was applied to reduce the CuO nanowires to Cu
nanowires (Figure S17). All potentials reported in this work were IR
corrected and converted to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE)
for convenience. Each electrochemical measurement was conducted
over a time span of 2200s by applying a constant current under 1000
rpm stirring with a magnetic bar. During the experiments, gas
products were collected and quantiﬁed by using online gas
chromatography (GC) at 3 min intervals (Compact GC 4.0, GAS)
(Figure S18). An average of six measurements were used unless any
deactivation was observed, which was the case typically at high
potentials (Figure S19). In such cases, the faradaic eﬃciency of H2
increased gradually while the FE of C2H4 decreased as potential
became less negative. After experiments, 5 mL liquid products were
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